Jacques Derrida was one of the most well known twentieth century philosophers. He was also one of the most prolific. Starting from an Heideggerian point of view, Derrida argues that metaphysics affects the whole of philosophy from Plato onwards. Metaphysics creates dualistic oppositions and installs a hierarchy that unfortunately privileges one term of each dichotomy (presence before absence, speech before writing, and so on). Jacques Derrida has 388 books on Goodreads with 97841 ratings. Jacques Derrida’s most popular book is Writing and Difference. Books by Jacques Derrida. Jacques Derrida Average rating 3.98 Â· 32,169 ratings Â· 1,331 reviews Â· shelved 97,841 times. Showing 30 distinct works. This Jacques Derrida bibliography includes all books by Jacques Derrida, including collections, editorial contributions, and more. Any type of book or journal citing Jacques Derrida as a writer should appear on this list. The full bibliography of the author Jacques Derrida below includes book jacket images whenever possible. Examples of items on this poll include Limited Inc and Points...: Interviews, 1974-1994.